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ABSTRACT 
Roth’s theorem on the solvability of matrix equations of the form AX - YB = C is 
proved for matrices with coefficients from a division ring or a ring which is 
module-finite over its center. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a ring with identity, and denote by Raxb the set of a X b 
matrices over R. The following theorem was established for the case where 
R is a field by Roth [4]; for the general case of commutative rings by one of 
the present authors [l]; and for the special case m = r = s = n over unit 
regular rings in [2]. 
EQUIVALENCE THEOREM. Let A E R,,,Xr, B E Rsx, and C E R,,,,,. Then 
there exist X Eqx,, and Y ER,,,xs such that AX - YB = C if and only if the 
matrices 
are equivalent. 
In this note, we show that this result is valid for division rings and for 
rings which are finitely generated as modules over their centers. 
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2. SOME GENERAL LEMMAS 
In this section we set down the general method used implicitly in [l]. In 
the subsequent sections we apply it to the special cases described above. 
ForGER,,,andHERcxd, we define the entwining group ER( G, H) = 
{(T,S)ITER,x,SER,x, and TG = HS }. It is evidently an Abelian group 
under addition. If G is equivalent to another matrix G’, say G’ = UGW, with 
U and W invertible, then there is an isomorphism 
F:E,(G,H)+E,(G’,H), 
given by F(T,S)=(TU-‘,SW). 
Let us write 
and let (T,S)EE,(M,A). Write T=(T,,T,), S=(S,,S,), where Tl~kxrn, 
T2ER,xs, S,ER,,, and S,ER,,,. Then the equation TM =AS becomes 
the system 
T,A = AS,, 
T,C+ T,B =A&. 
We can thus define a mapping g,,. : E, (M, A) -_) E,(A, A) by 
g((T,, T,), (S,, S,)) = (T,, S,). Evidently, the kernel of g,,, can be identified 
with E,(B,A). 
LEMMA 1. AX - YB = C has a solution if and only if gnn,R is subjective. 
Proof. Suppose g,,, is smjective. Then (Zmx,,Z,,,) is in E,(A,A), and 
hence must be a value of G,,. Thus, there exist X and Y with ((I, Y), (Z,X)) 
E EA (M, A). From the block description of ER( M, A) given above, we have 
ZC+ YB = AX, i.e., AX - YB = C. 
Conversely, suppose that AX - YB = C, and let (T,, S,) E E,(A,A), so that 
T,A = AS,. Then TIC= T,AX - T,YB = A(S,X) - (T,Y)B. Hence 2 = 
((T,, TI Y), (S,, Six)) belongs to ER( M, A), and g( 2) = (T,, S,). This completes 
the proof. n 
LEMMA 2. ER(A,A) is a subring of Rmxrnx R,,,. E,(M,A) is a left 
E,(A,A)-module, and g,,, is an E,(A,A)-module homummphism. 
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Proof. We leave this to the reader, noting only that the E,(A, A)-mod- 
ule structure on ER( M, A) is given by 
(E,F)((T,,T,),(S,,S,))=((ET,,ET,),(FS,,FS,)). n 
We conclude this section by noting that if AX - YB = C has a solution, 
then the matrices displayed in the theorem are equivalent, by a simple 
calculation [4]. 
3. DIVISION RINGS 
Throughout this section, R denotes a division ring. Our proof that the 
Equivalence Theorem holds for R is based on the 
rectangular matrix over R is equivalent to one of the form 
proof see [3, p. 431. 
So let 
uAW=D= ‘;’ ; , ( 1 
with U and W invertible. Then we have 
and we denote the matrix on the right-hand side of this last equation by P. 
Now, D commutes with scalar matrices of suitable size over R; hence we 
have 
R CE,(QD)U,n,,xR,,,. 
Further, E,(D, D) is a two-sided R-submodule of R,,, X &,,. Hence, 
one-sided ideals of E,(D, D) are R-subspaces of &,, x R,x,, so E,(D, D) is 
a left and right Artinian ring. Further, the mapping E,(A, A)+E, (D, D) 
given by (T, S)H( UTU -l, W-‘SW) is a ring isomorphism. 
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Hence, by the block description of E,(P’,D), E#,D)=E#“,D)- 
E,(D, D)@E,(B, D). Now we can show that a,,, is smjective. For, recalling 
that kera,, =E(B, D) and making use of the above isomorphism and the 
rank-plus-nullity formula, we have dim&,R(E,(P,D))=dimE,(P,D)- 
dimker&,fi =dimE,(D,D)+dimE,(B,D)-dimE,(B,D)=dimE,(D,D), 
where dim denotes left R-vector space dimension. Thus, &,a is smjective. 
To conclude the proof, we note the commutative diagram 
E,(M,A) R”.: E,(A,A) 
FI J J F2 
E,(P,D) % E,(D,D) 
where FI and F, are isomorphisms of Abelian groups. As a simple diagram 
chase shows, the smjectivity of a,,, implies that of h,n, By Lemma 1, the 
proof is complete. 
Before concluding this section, we remark that this method does not 
seem to yield Roth’s similarity theorem for division rings [4]: The difficulty 
lies in the crucial use of the fact that every matrix is equivalent to a diagonal 
matrix. 
4. RINGS THAT ARE FINITE OVER THEIR CENTERS 
In this section A denotes a ring which is finitely generated as a module 
over its center R. If we can prove the Equivalence Theorem in this case, 
then clearly it is also established for module-finite algebras over commutative 
rings. We will first reduce to the Noetherian case; then we follow the lines of 
PI- 
LEMMA 3. Let A be a ring that is finitely generated as a module over its 
center R. Let S be a finite subset of A that includes a set of generators fm A 
as an R-module. Then there is a Noetherian subring R’ of R and a 
Noetherian subring A’ of A such that II’ contains R’ and S, and A’ is a 
finitely generated R '-module. 
Proof. LetS={x,]l<i<t}. Write~~=Z,r~j~x,withriikER,andletR’ 
be the subring of R generated by the identity element and { rijk]l <i, i, k < t}. 
R ’ is a finitely generated algebra over the integers, and hence Noetherian, by 
the Hilbert basis theorem. We then take A’ = 2 R ‘xi. n 
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So we can consider a Noetherian ring A which is module-finite over a 
Noetherian subring R of its center. 
LEMMA 4. h,R is surjective if and only if its localization at each 
maximal ideal of R is surjective. Further, if % is a maximal ideal of R, then 
(ll%f,R)% can be identified with gM,,,. 
Proof. As in [l]. n 
LEMMA 5. Let R be local and Noetherian, with maximal ideal %. Let 
R+ be the 9l,-adic completion of R. Let X and Y be finitely generated 
R-modules and f EHom,(X, Y). Then f is subjective if and only if f* is 
surjective . 
Proof. We have an exact sequence 
f 
x-3 Y+K+O, 
where K = cokerf = Y/f(X). H ence by [5, Theorem 11, p. 26441, 
f x* -3 Y*+K*+O 
is exact. If f is surjective, then K = 0, so K* =O. Hence, f* is surjective, by 
the exactness. Conversely, if f* is smjective, then K* =O. By [5, Theorem 6, 
p. 2571, we have K*sX*/R*f (Y). So X* = R*f (Y), whence f(Y) is dense 
in X*, by [5, Corollary 2, p. 257. Thus, f(Y) is dense in X. Since f(Y) is 
closed in X by [5, Theorem 9, p. 2621, we have f (Y) = X; i.e., f is surjective. 
n 
We have now reduced the problem to the case where R is a complete, 
local Noetherian ring. As in [l], we can now pass to the case where R is 
Artinian. Then, we can argue as in the commutative case, using R-composi- 
A C tion length, to show that the mapping &M,~ is smjective if M = o 
( 1 
R is 
equivalent to . We remark that by similar methods, the similarity 
theorem can be proved in ‘this case. 
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